Arcano

Only a fool has found the key to open the
enchanted door of the invisible world
and then, for one evening, the ARCAN
will be revealed to everyone.
Like a guide, the fool will accompany us
through characters that will fly over our
heads; musicians, luminous figures,
acrobats, singers in a unique showconcert in which the gaze rises to reveal
the wonders of this journey.
ARCANO is an event in which artists are
not called to walk and act on stages,
streets or squares. The stage space
becomes the air above the spectator's
head, where the music is played flying,
where the singers accompany us from
above, where the choreographies of the
acrobats challenge the heights.
A myriad of fantastic characters for an
enchanted and wonderful journey of the
hidden city.
The show is suitable for “open air” events
in the square, for large events and, like all
the shows of the Compagnia dei Folli, it
can be modified according to different
needs.
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teatro di strada e arte celeste

Technical requirements Compagnia dei Folli
• Scene space
The scenic space (square, street or other) must
be banned from traffic and free from other
obstacles. It is therefore appropriate to override or
otherwise limit this space.
For a better success of the show you will still have
to guarantee an effective scenic space of 40/50
meters.
Total obscuration (including switching off of
public lighting ) should be ensured.
• Electricity charge required
30 KW (triphase + neutral + earth)
The current connection shall be located close to
the scenic space, at a maximum distance of 20
metres.
Auto crane carrying 160 tons with arm;
• Authorisation for vehicles
If the area in which the intervention is planned is
prohibited from traffic, authorisation is required
for the vehicles of the company.
•Room use dressing room
In the vicinity of the scenic space a room use
dressing room with bathroom, available for all the
time of stay of the company.
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